Studio Productions

Ms. Harte

Remind 101 Code: Text @2020studi to 81010 (you will get a confirmation text back)

Google classroom code: sensmtj

Week 7 Task 1

You are to type up a script for the weather segment. The script should include information about weather for every day of the week Sunday- Saturday (5/17-5/23). While some of the information may be the same, the script should be in your own words with your own personal spin on it. For example, everyone may have that it is raining on a particular day, but your own personal spin could be "Rihanna nailed it with today's weather because I'm going to be under my umbrella ella ella". (corny I know, but make it your own and have fun with it!)

*If you are able to and want to, you can record your segment and edit it using text & images for extra credit in WeVideo.*

Week 7 Task 2

You will be creating a script for the international or celebrity news segment. Your script should include at a minimum of 3 stories, but no more than 5. Again, you are to put your own personal spin on your segment. REMEMBER, you are to keep out your personal bias when reporting factual news. If you disagree with a situation being handled by the governor/president, you are to keep that to yourself in order to be a credible source of news. Simply report the facts and leave out your personal opinion. There is a difference between personal spin and personal opinion.

*Again, if you would like to record and edit this segment on WeVideo, you are welcome to do so for extra credit.*